I. WEATHER

- **Today**: Showers likely before 9AM, then an 80% chance of showers and possibly a thunderstorm between 9AM and 3PM. Scattered showers after 3PM. Areas of fog after 9AM. High 74°. Low 61°.

II. DEVELOPMENTS OF NOTE

National Capital Region

- **Montgomery County**: As of 6AM, all Inner Loop lanes are blocked at MD-185 due to a jack-knifed tractor trailer and fuel spill. Traffic is diverted to MD-185. Delays are building in both directions. An extended closure is expected.

- **National Capital Region**: Beginning Saturday, May 23, Metro will combine this summer’s platform reconstruction project with a separate project to connect the Silver Line to “Phase II” stations. All nine Orange and Silver line station west of Ballston-MU will be closed. No Silver Line trains will operate.

United States

- **Texas**: Naval Security Forces and the FBI responded to an active shooter at the Naval Air Station Corpus Christi yesterday. The suspect is deceased, and a security force member was injured. A potential second related person of interest is still at large. The FBI has determined this shooting was terrorist related.

III. COVID-19 (CORONAVIRUS)

- **Overview**: Johns Hopkins University reports 5,118,418 COVID-19 cases, 333,212 deaths, and 1,906,223 recoveries worldwide as of 5AM. In the US, there are 1,577,758 cases, 94,729 deaths, and 298,414 recoveries.

- **National Capital Region**: There are 51,842 COVID-19 cases and 2,087 fatalities reported in the NCR. DC, MD, VA

- **Nationwide**: The Transportation Security Administration implemented changes to the security screening process to reduce the potential for cross-contamination at the security checkpoint in an effort to help prevent the spread of COVID-19. Additional changes will be implemented nationwide by mid-June.

- **District of Columbia**: The ReOpen DC Advisory Group released its recommendations along with the May 21 Situational Update Presentation.

- **Maryland**: Seventeen new COVID-19 testing sites will open at select CVS Pharmacy drive-thru locations across the state. The CVS sites will offer self-swab tests.

- **Prince George’s County**: The call center and COVID-19 screening and testing site will be closed on Monday, May 25 for the Memorial Day holiday. The hotline will continue normal operating hours on Tuesday, May 26, from 8AM to 8PM. The Cheverly Health Center will reopen screening and testing by appointment only at 10AM on May 26.

- **Prince William County**: County-owned outdoor pools and waterparks will not open during the 2020 summer season due to health and operational concerns related to COVID-19.